INTRODUCTION
Proton radiography, first proposed in the 1960s, 1 is based on measuring the position and energy loss of protons after passing through a medium. This information is then utilized to estimate the integral energy loss along the trajectory, which is converted into a material water-equivalent thickness (WET).
Proton radiography offers the potential for higher tissue-totissue contrast and better density resolution than x-ray imaging because of the sharpness of the Bragg peak near the end of the proton range. 2, 3 The shape of the proton depth dose curve enables the use of less dose. 2, 4 One of the major advantages of proton radiography is the potential to generate relative stopping power (RSP) maps of the patient directly, rather than the current process of converting the patient's x-ray CT dataset using a calibration curve. 5 This process is thought to contribute between 0.5% and 1.8% to the proton beam range uncertainty, depending on whether the uncertainties in the mean material ionization energies are considered. 6, 7 Although reconstruction of multiple proton radiographic projections (known as "proton CT") is required to generate a 3D map of the patient RSP, the acquisition of proton radiographs in a single direction can still prove useful. Previously, it has been shown that the patientspecific calibration curves (converting the x-ray CT dataset to units of RSP) can be generated through an optimization procedure together with the original x-ray CT. 8 In addition to reducing the proton beam range uncertainty in proton treatment planning, proton radiography has a number of other potential applications, including convenient patient setup, 9 passive range verification, 8 and active range verification. 10 One of the major disadvantages of proton radiography is due to the fact that protons undergo multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) in the patient, which limits the spatial resolution compared to x-ray imaging. 11 This physical process has driven the classical approach to proton radiography in which attempts are made to correct for MCS by tracking protons before and after the patient and by measuring the residual proton energy at the patient exit. The proton trajectory and the energy loss across that path can then be estimated. To keep the patient dose to a minimum, this technique requires the tracking of every proton, which places high demands on the speed of device (typical proton dose rates are on the order of 10 9 protons/s). A range of designs have been used for this high speed proton tracking: scintillators, 4, 12, 13 semiconductors, [14] [15] [16] [17] plasma panels, 18, 19 nuclear emulsion films, 20 and gas-based devices. 21, 22 The energy measurement is either performed directly, using a calorimeter, or inferred from the proton range, in a range telescope design. A variety of direct methods have been investigated: magnetic spectrometry, 23 NaI calorimeters, 24 CsI calorimeters, 15, 25, 26 and scintillating crystals. 13, 27 Range telescope designs have included stacks of scintillators 21, 28 and multilayer ionization chambers. 29, 30 Despite the promises and the extent of research on the topic, proton radiography has not been routinely introduced into the clinical environment. The classical devices are generally complex and they can often be bulky and the projected cost is high. As such, there has been a recent movement toward using only a single detector positioned beyond the patient. A variety of technologies have been explored, including fluorescent screens coupled to CCD cameras, [31] [32] [33] commercial flat-panel detectors, 34 and complementary metal oxide semiconductor active pixel sensors (CMOS APS). 3, 17, 35 The measurement of dose offers a simple approach to proton radiography. A range of such techniques have been tested, including using pairs of sloped spread-out Bragg peaks (SOBPs), 36, 37 measuring the time-resolved dose from a proton beam passively scattered by a range modulator wheel, 10, 38, 39 and by measuring the ratio of doses of two pristine Bragg peaks, 40 which is the subject of this work. The technique works as follows: (1) measure depth dose curves in water for two pristine Bragg peaks; (2) determine the "dose ratio curve" for the energy pair by dividing the lower energy by the higher energy; (3) record the dose map beyond an object of unknown thickness/material for each of the two energies and calculate the dose ratio map; and (4) convert to a WET using the dose ratio curve. This approach, known as the dose ratio method, is shown schematically in Fig. 1 .
This method has a number of advantages. It requires the use of a single imaging detector, which is more convenient and more likely to fit into the clinical environment than the conventional trackers and energy measurement setup. Also, by taking the dose ratio, the detector does not need to be F. 1. Dose ratio method steps to produce the dose ratio image. able to measure absolute dose, rather it must demonstrate high reproducibility. The technique also has the potential to be applied to pencil beam scanning (PBS), as it uses pristine Bragg peaks rather than the spread-out Bragg peaks used in passive scattering.
It has been previously shown that this technique can achieve millimeter accuracy in determining the WET, using the distal edge of the lower energy Bragg peak. 40 However, in this approach, the dynamic range is limited by the steep falloff and the approximate material WET must be known to a high accuracy to appropriately select the energy pair. Although on the proximal side of the Bragg peak, the falloff is only from 100% to ∼30% (compared to the distal falloff from 100% to 0%), the falloff is much less steep, leading to a potentially much larger dynamic range. It has not yet been explored how much of the proximal side of the Bragg peak can be reliably used and for which patient treatment sites this imaging technique could be applied. In this paper, we aim to do the following.
F. 3. Normalized theoretical dose ratio curves (all paired with 230 MeV).
(i) Investigate the theoretical limits of the dose ratio method for the proximal side of the Bragg peak. We determine the dynamic range for different energy pairs, different required accuracies in the WET, and for a range of uncertainties in the dose ratio map. (ii) Determine the applicability of this technique. We follow the same theoretical analysis as in (i), for the energy pair most appropriate to the particular clinical site, and then determine the area that can be imaged under different sets of clinical requirements and proton imager performances. (iii) Validate the theoretical predictions with real measurements using a CMOS APS. After measuring the noise in the CMOS APS, we generate theoretical limits and verify that the accuracy in imaging a sapphire sphere matches these predictions.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.A. Theoretical limits
The dose ratio method relies on the measurement of pristine Bragg peaks in water. To assess the theoretical limits of the technique, independent on the detector used, we modeled pristine Bragg peaks of different energies using the analytical approximation that considers both range straggling and an initial spread of beam energies. 41 The range R 0 was approximated by the range-energy relation R 0 = αE p , for a proton beam with initial energy E, where the constants α = 0.0022 and p = 1.77 are for a proton beam in water. 41 The width of the Gaussian energy spectrum was set to σ E = 0.01E. Taking the ratio of normalized depth doses curves of two energies, a theoretical dose ratio curve can be generated.
Our approach to determining the theoretical limits, shown schematically in Fig. 2 , is based on introducing uncertainties in dose ratio measurement and inspecting the change in the WET estimate from the theoretical dose ratio curve [in Fig. 2(a) , the original dose ratio value is shown in the center with upper/lower uncertainties above/below]. Then, right/left horizontal error bars are added to the dose ratio curve for that particular dose ratio value [shown as right/left arrows in Fig. 2(b) ]. For a given introduced uncertainty, we used the spread in the proton WET values to define the maximum achievable accuracy of the WET measurement [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. The higher the accuracy in the WET that is required by the user, which is dependent on the size of the horizontal error bars, the smaller the amount of the proximal side of the Bragg peak (henceforth referred to as "proximal dynamic range") that can be used for imaging.
In this analysis, the impact of an uncertainty in the dose ratio map of 1% to 10% (in steps of 1%) is investigated. Uncertainties in the individual energy images will combine in quadrature in the dose ratio map, with typical values of standard deviation (σ) in the dose ratio map found to be 1%-3%. In real measurements, uncertainties will arise in the raw measured images from both statistical uncertainties (dependent on the number of protons) and detector uncertainties (such as quantum noise, shot noise, read noise, and fixed pattern noise). To remove the effect of statistical uncertainties, which would otherwise vary across the Bragg peak, the error in the dose ratio was divided by the normalized dose at each depth.
It is desirable to set the higher energy to always be the highest deliverable by the machine, so that a flat proximal dose contributes to the dose ratio. Most proton machines have a maximum deliverable energy of 230 MeV, so in this analysis, dose ratio curves were formed using pairs where the maximum energy was fixed at 230 MeV. The lower energy varied between 100 and 220 MeV, in steps of 10 MeV, producing 13 theoretical dose ratio curves, as shown in Fig. 3 . For all these settings, proximal dynamic ranges were calculated for required accuracies of 1 to 5 mm. For comparison, the analysis was also repeated on the distal edge of the Bragg peak and distal dynamic ranges were calculated.
Most proton centers currently add a margin of between 2.5% and 3.5% of the proton range to account for range uncertainty, 7 so a radiography technique that could predict the range to a higher accuracy than this would be an improvement on current practice. For a typical therapeutic proton beam with a range of 20 cm, accuracies we are investigating (1-5 mm) correspond to range uncertainties of 0.5%-2.5%, which would offer an improvement in current proton beam range predictions.
2.B. Application to patient sites
The results of the theoretical analysis (of Sec. 2.A) are two curves for each energy pair in which the proximal dynamic range is calculated for either a given required WET accuracy or for a given percentage error in the dose ratio. Using these curves, it is possible to illustrate the application of the technique for different patient sites.
For any patient site, there will be a range of WETs. Due to the shape of the proton depth dose curve (Fig. 3 ), the energy pair must be carefully selected so that the lower energy exits the patient and an image can be recorded. This lower energy must, therefore, have a range higher than that of the thickest WET in the patient site. Once the appropriate energy pair has been selected, the proximal dynamic range can be retrieved from the analysis of Sec. 2.A, for different required accuracies in the WET and for different noise levels in the dose ratio image. The steps for determining the region that can be imaged is as follows.
1. Convert the x-ray CT dataset of each patient to RSPs using a calibration curve. For this, we used our departmental tissue-substitute calibration curve, which is formed of two straight lines (one with a gradient of 0.001 between HU = −1000 and 40, and one with a gradient of 0.0005 from HU = 40 to 2995) and a correction above HU = 2996 to account for titanium. It is then necessary to perform parallel line ray tracing through the volume [we conducted this using the open-source software,  (plastimatch.org)]. 2. Compute the WET digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR) by summing up the RSPs along the rays through the patient. 3. Calculate the maximum WET through the patient and convert to a minimum energy to the distal edge using the range-energy relation (we rounded these up to the nearest 10 MeV). 4. Using the theoretical results for the specific energy pair (analysis of Sec. 2.A), determine the WETs that lie within the proximal dynamic range.
All DRRs were produced with parallel ray tracing and with a pixel size of 1 mm, as shown in Fig. 4 . The cropped field sizes are prostate, 61 × 101 mm = 6161 mm 2 ; lung, solid cropped field, 41×46 mm = 1886 mm 2 ; and lung, dashed cropped field, 34×35 mm = 1190 mm 2 . Details of the maximum WET in the image, the corresponding range, and the lower energy selected are provided in Table I .
2.C. Experimental demonstration in a single-detector CMOS APS
The purpose of the experimental measurements was twofold: (1) to demonstrate that it is possible to acquire accurate images using the dose ratio proton radiographic method with a single CMOS APS and (2) to show that the uncertainties in these measurements follow the theoretical predictions.
2.C.1. Experimental details
Measurements were made at the Francis H. Burr Proton Therapy Facility, Massachusetts General Hospital. To ensure a suitably large spot size was used, covering the whole sensor, the beam was used in single scattering mode. Depth dose curves for the two energies, with ranges (R90) of 17.7 and 22.5 cm, were acquired using a Markus chamber on a stepper motor in a water tank, together with a reference entrance chamber. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 5 .
Dose ratio measurements were made using a CMOS APS, "Vanilla." CMOS APSs have shown promise in imaging for proton radiography, 3, 17 with advantages such as low manufacturing costs, efficient charge collection, high speed imaging, high spatial resolution, and ROI addressability. Full details of Vanilla and an assessment of its performance can be found in the literature, 42 but for our application, the important features are a sensitive area of 13 × 13 mm, comprised of an array of 520 × 520 pixels each with 25 µm pitch and repetition rates between 1 and 1000 frames per second (fps) (dependent on the ROI addressed). In our measurements, we imaged the full sensitive area at a frame rate of 44 fps. Dose optimization was not part of the scope of the project and in forming the dose ratio maps, approximately 0.8 mGy was delivered per frame. ensure we used the sensitive part of the Bragg peak, we needed to place solid water slabs between the object and Vanilla, as shown in Fig. 5 . The level of Cr 2 O 3 doping was unknown for our sample so a percentage weight of 0.05% was assumed, in accordance with typical literature values for such synthetically grown crystals. 43, 44 For such a composition, the effective atomic number Z eff was calculated to be 11.40 (Ref. 45 ) and the relative electron density ρ e was calculated to be 3.51. 46 The RSP was estimated using the empirical formula in Eq. (1) As we wanted to demonstrate the use of the proximal side of the Bragg peak only, solid water was added before the phantom with a thickness of 14.27 cm WET, such that the total thickness was less than the range of the lower energy beam (17.7 cm).
2.C.2. Dose ratio measurements with a sapphire sphere
2.C.3. Detector sensitivity calibration
The CMOS sensor is an optical sensor, not designed for the direct detection of charged particles, and as such, it is not radiation hard. Decreases in detector sensitivity have been observed with increasing dose in other CMOS sensors, [48] [49] [50] and the effect was also evident in our detector. The grayscale of the output image of Vanilla is usually distributed over 4096 digital numbers, but this dynamic range decreases as the sensitivity decreases. As our detector could not be triggered to acquire when the beam switches on, however, the dose to the detector was not carefully controlled and it was impossible to apply a sensitivity correction. To resolve this problem, the detector was calibrated before each acquisition, using a minimal dose (ten frames only) through a known material thickness.
2.C.4. Image processing
After averaging over 190 frames, images were processed in the same manner as the dose ratio curve was produced: (1) normalize the grayscale images for each energy and (2) divide the lower energy by the higher energy to form a dose ratio image. Before converting the dose ratio image to a WET map, we applied two corrections. The first correction was to remove the fixed pattern noise, induced by the manner of the readout of the CMOS sensor. If the flux had been identical for the two energies, the fixed pattern noise would have been identical 51 and the ratio of the images would have led to it canceling out. As this was not the case, we needed to use an interpolation notch-reject filter to the affected region on the Fourier transform of the image, 52 the process of which is shown in Fig. 6 . Second, a 3 × 3 median filter was passed over the image to remove the salt and pepper noise and the outer 20 pixels (in every direction) were cropped to remove discrepancies at the detector edge. The dose ratio image was then converted to WET using the measured dose ratio curve. 
RESULTS
3.A. Theoretical limits
After following the steps in Sec. 2.B, the user has the correct energy pair for the site to be imaged. An example dose ratio curve (with a lower energy of 170 MeV), with right and left error bars for 1% and 3% uncertainties in the dose ratio, is shown in Fig. 7 . Plotting these error bars across the Bragg peak (also shown in Fig. 7 ) allows for calculation of the proximal dynamic range.
The proximal dynamic range is a function of the lower energy (E1) selected, the noise in the dose ratio map, and the required accuracy in the WET. The theoretical relationship between all of these factors is shown in Fig. 8 , for a selection of noise levels. It should be noted that, for some energy pairs, if the noise level is too high and the required accuracy in the WET is too strict, no part of the Bragg peak can be used for imaging [thus, the lines in Fig. 8(a) are shortened]. For comparison, the analysis was repeated on the distal side of the Bragg peak and distal dynamic ranges were calculated, which are also shown in Fig. 8 with dashed lines. Unlike the proximal side, the distal dynamic ranges are almost independent of the required accuracy in the WET.
3.B. Application to patient sites
The theoretically maximum size of the area that can be imaged for each of the clinical sites is detailed in Table II. For reasons of brevity, only noise levels between 1% and 3% and for WET accuracies of 1-3 mm are included as these are the most clinically relevant. For the lung and prostate cases, the region being analyzed is already a cropped version of the full DRR, so results are displayed in terms of percentages (of the cropped region size). Areas greater than an equivalent 50 × 50 mm 2 field, or covering more than 75% of the cropped region, are shown in bold and underlined typefaces.
As an example, the areas that can be imaged for the AP pediatric brain are shown in Fig. 9 as black regions superimposed on the original WET DRR, for different noise levels in the dose ratio and for different required accuracies in the WET. Similar analyses were conducted for all the patient sites tested.
3.C. Experimental demonstration in a single-detector CMOS APS
3.C.1. Accuracy and suitability of CMOS APS
The measured dose ratio curve is shown in Fig. 10(a) . The theoretical and measured WET maps are shown in Figs. 10(b) and 10(c), respectively. The difference between the theoretical and measured WET maps for the sapphire sphere is shown in Fig. 10(d) . The location of the theoretical center of the sphere was determined by moving its center until the root-meansquare-error (RMSE) of the difference within the sphere radius [ Fig. 10(e) ] was minimal. The max/min/mean errors were found to be 1.23/−1.10/−0.05 cm within the sphere radius. The RMSE and standard deviation were found to be 0.16 and 0.20 cm, respectively. In Fig. 10(f) , the measured WET values as a function of distance from the center of the sphere were determined (after rebinning the image into 0.1 mm pixels).
3.C.2. Validation of theoretical predictions
The calibration dose ratio image (acquired using a single solid water thickness, with no sphere), after rebinning into 0.1 mm pixels, was found to have a standard deviation, σ = 1.2%. It can be seen in Fig. 10(e) that the error in the WET follows an approximately Gaussian shape. If we set the uncertainty in the dose ratio to be 1.96σ, or 2.35%, we would expect 95% of our results to fall below the error bars of our theoretical predictions. To test this, we determined the theoretical limits using the same procedure as in Sec. 2.A, for the two energies used in the measurements (160.8 and 184.2 MeV). The theoretical error bars for a change of the dose ratio of 2.35%, together with the absolute measured WET errors, are shown in Fig. 11 . The experimental measurements fall below the theoretical right/left horizontal error bars in 89.1%/93.9% of cases, respectively.
DISCUSSION
4.A. Theoretical limits
Using the analytical approximation for the Bragg peak, we were able to define theoretical limits for the dose ratio method on the proximal side of the Bragg peak. Horizontal right and left error bars were added to theoretical dose ratio curves and used to determine the proximal dynamic range for varying energy pairs and different levels of noise in the dose ratio map. A requirement from the user is the knowledge of the expected uncertainty in their dose ratio map (defined in our study to be dose independent), which is a quadratic sum of the uncertainties in the images from each energy. F. 9. Areas that can be imaged (shown by the dark region superimposed on brain) for an AP pediatric brain using dose ratio proton radiography.
given required WET accuracy, the user can then look up the proximal dynamic range for their energy pair (Fig. 8 ) and set up their measurement so that the object/region to be imaged has the correct total WET. Provided the object has a WET falling within this proximal dynamic range, as defined in Fig. 2 , the accuracy remains within the required level. It was found that the maximum proximal dynamic range for a given noise level was not obtained by the largest separation between the energy pair, rather there is an optimum value (typically ∼190 MeV). The reason for this can be explained with reference to Fig. 3 . Although the proximal value of the dose ratio decreases with a greater separation in energies, at lower energies, there is less range straggling and so the Bragg peak is narrower, shortening the proximal dynamic range. The optimum value arises because, although it is beneficial to have a lower value for the dose ratio in the plateau region, some Bragg peak broadening is also desirable.
For comparison, the analysis was repeated on the distal side of the Bragg peak and distal dynamic ranges were calculated. Across all settings, the largest distal dynamic range was 2.42 cm (lower energy of 220 MeV, 5 mm required accuracy in the WET and 1% noise level). Comparatively, with the same required accuracy in the WET and a 1% noise level, a proximal dynamic range of 5.31 cm could be utilized. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the use of the proximal side of the Bragg peak allows for the use of a larger dynamic range, but only for low noise levels (1%-2%). When the noise levels become too high, the use of the distal side of the Bragg peak becomes more reliable and larger dynamic ranges can generally be utilized.
4.B. Application to patient sites
As mentioned in Sec. 2.A, most proton centers currently employ a margin of between 2.5% and 3.5% of the proton range to account for range uncertainty. 7 Therefore, proton radiography would offer an improvement on current clinical practice if it could predict the proton range with an accuracy of less than 2.5%, or 5 mm for a 20 cm range proton beam. Given the investment (both time and money) required to start using proton radiography routinely, the technique should offer a significant improvement on current clinical practice. We consider that a 1% accuracy, or 2 mm of a 20 cm range beam, would be a sufficiently high improvement to enable its introduction.
For such an accuracy, for a noise level in the dose ratio map of 1%, dose ratio radiography on the proximal side of Bragg peak has a proximal dynamic range of up to 2.91 cm (dependent on the lower energy). This is quite a small range and it was found that the technique can only feasibly be applied to a specific set of patient sites, and within each site, only a specific region can be imaged. The following sites were tested for feasibility: brain (pediatric and adult, AP and LR); prostate F. 11. Theoretical limits for a 2.35% (1.96σ) noise in the dose ratio, for the energies used in measurements. The measured data of each 0.1 mm pixel are shown by the black dots. Given the measured data follow an approximately Gaussian distribution, we would expect 95% of the pixels to fall below the theoretical limits.
(AP only); and two small regions in the lung (AP only). The brain cases (in particular, the pediatric brain) demonstrated the best possible application of the technique. Provided the noise in the dose ratio map is no more than 1%, equivalent square field sizes in the pediatric brain of 6.3/7.6 cm 2 could be imaged under required accuracies of 2/3 mm, respectively. It should be commented, however, that the shapes of these areas were not always connected (Fig. 9) .
Although not explored in this work, it would be possible to increase the region that can be imaged by using additional energy pairs, although this has the drawback of increasing the patient dose. Another possibility is the use of a proton beam with a higher maximum energy. All of our analysis was based on using a fixed higher energy of 230 MeV, but some proton systems can generate energies up to 330 MeV. This would reduce the contribution of the higher beam to the dose ratio, which may allow for a larger dynamic range for imaging.
One disadvantage of the technique is the requirement of prior knowledge of the approximate WET of the patient site, so that the appropriate energy pair for imaging can be selected. The suggested approach for this is to convert the patient x-ray CT dataset into a dataset of RSPs, and generate a DRR in units of WET that can then be used as an indication to select the best energy pair (as used in our work).
Another limitation of the technique is the effect of range straggling, which will increase in heterogeneous tissues. Such straggling effects will modify the depth dose distribution for a given energy, which will introduce additional uncertainties in the calculated WET.
4.C. Experimental demonstration in a single-detector CMOS APS
Our experimental work demonstrated the use of the dose ratio method on the proximal side of the Bragg peak. We imaged a small sapphire sphere in a high energy proton beam line using a small (13 × 13 mm 2 ) CMOS APS sensor. Using two Bragg peaks, of 160.8 and 184.2 MeV, a dose ratio curve was formed and, after some image processing, a WET map was generated.
4.C.1. Accuracy and suitability of CMOS APS
After determining the precise sphere location, radial profiles of the measured data were compared to the theoretical WET radial profile, showing excellent agreement (RMSE = 1.6 mm within the theoretical sphere radius). This accuracy is not much worse than the previous works in which the distal edge of the Bragg peak was used (WET accuracy up to 0.9 mm). 40 It can be seen in Figs. 10(d) and 10(f) that the measurements overestimate the sphere WET at the wider radii. This is likely to be caused by multiple Coulomb scattering, which has the effect of scattering the protons outward from the sphere center (where the WET is larger). This effect would have less of an impact if larger objects were imaged (and a larger CMOS sensor could be used to image them). Despite this, the CMOS APS demonstrated good suitability as a detector for dose ratio proton radiographic imaging, with a WET mean error of 0.5 mm (within the theoretical sphere radius).
As discussed above in Sec. 4.B, to be used clinically, the noise level in the dose ratio map generated needs to be not higher than 1%. If it exceeds this level, the region that can be imaged (for the clinical sites assessed) is too small to prove useful. In this regard, the CMOS APS, with a 1.96σ noise level of 2.35% (see Sec. 4.C.2 below), is probably too noisy.
Another problem of the CMOS APS used was the fact that it is not radiation hard. To be able to make reliable measurements, the sensitivity of the detector had to be characterized with a calibration image prior to each measurement. Although inconvenient, detector calibration would be required to account for other detector factors such as temperature and day-to-day fluctuations anyway. Provided the measurement is quick and automated, we do not consider this to be a big problem. Alternatively, radiation-hard detectors could be used or careful measurements of the sensitivity response of the detector with dose could be made.
4.C.2. Validation of theoretical predictions
The noise level in the dose ratio map was estimated from a calibration image in which a single solid water thickness was imaged to be σ = 1.2%. Following the same procedure as the theoretical analysis of Sec. 2.A, theoretical error bars could be determined for the energy pair and for a noise level of 1.96σ. It was found that the measured error in the WET agreed with the theoretical predictions well, falling under the horizontal right/left errors bars 89.1%/93.9% of the time (Fig. 11) . These values are in good agreement with the prediction that a noise level of 1.96σ should encompass 95% of the measured data points, given that the measured errors follow an approximately Gaussian shape. It can be concluded that the method of analysis to generate the theoretical predictions, in Secs. 2.A and 2.B, is appropriate.
4.D. Study limitations
One of the limitations of our theoretical application to patient sites is that the WET maps were generated using straight line DRRs, but it is well known that protons take longer paths due to the effect of multiple Coulomb scattering. This would have the effect of spreading the range of WETs in the patient, thus decreasing the region of the patient we could image. A potential solution to this, as suggested in Sec. 4.B, would be to use multiple energy pairs, with each pair designed to image different regions.
Our theoretical analysis was verified using a CMOS APS. However, because of the small detector size, 13 × 13 mm square, we were restricted to imaging objects with a small maximum WET (a sapphire sphere with a maximum WET of 21.8 mm was imaged). It is expected that the verification would still hold at high WET, but this requires confirmation, particularly as the WETs used in the theoretical analysis were much higher (maximum 242 mm).
4.E. Outlook of the dose ratio technique
Based on this theoretical analysis, the potential use of this technique appears quite limited. Only in the imaging of sites with a small maximum WET, namely, pediatrics, it is possible to image reasonably sized fields (greater than an equivalent 5 × 5 cm 2 square). This also requires the accuracy in the WET to be no stricter than 2 mm, and the user to have a detector with a noise level of no higher than 1%. In addition to the limited dynamic range of this technique, it requires the measurement of dose from two pristine Bragg peaks, and consequently twice the amount of dose with respect to any radiographic techniques that use only one. If, as has been suggested previously, the dynamic range was to be increased using additional energy pairs, the dose would be increased further.
Despite these limitations, the technique does have some advantages. First, it only requires the use of a single detector, which, as discussed in the Introduction, can be more conveniently introduced into the clinical environment than classical proton radiographic devices. Additionally, it provides a potential solution for PBS, which appears to increasingly become the standard mode of delivery for proton therapy. Dose was not explored in this work, but given that relative images are required, it may be possible to deliver a very small dose for each energy (provided the signal-to-noise ratio is not too low).
SUMMARY
We have systematically assessed the dose ratio method using a set of theoretical pristine Bragg peaks. We generated lookup graphs that have listed the range that one can use on the proximal side of the Bragg peak, dependent on the energy pair, noise level in the dose ratio image, and the required accuracy in the WET. We showed that, provided the noise level is less than 2%, the proximal side of the Bragg peak has a larger dynamic range (maximum 5.31 cm) than when using the distal side of the Bragg peak (maximum 2.42 cm).
We have shown that use of the dose ratio on the proximal side of the Bragg peak has some potential as a proton radiographic method, although the choice of patient sites is critical. For an example pediatric brain, it is possible to use the technique to image a region with a square field equivalent size of 7.6 cm 2 , for a 3 mm accuracy in the WET and 1% noise level in the dose ratio image.
We validated these theoretical predictions with experimental measurements using a CMOS APS, which was found to have a noise of σ = 1.2%. The CMOS APS proved to be a sufficiently accurate detector for this technique, with a RMSE of 1.6 mm WET in the imaging of a small sapphire sphere.
